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ment throughout the world of local self-government
and of national commonwealths is a necessary step
to that goal.
Here I would urge is a guiding principle which can
be applied by all who grasp it to public affairs in all
their aspects, at all times and in all parts of the world.
When building a dam it does not suffice to consider
its value as insurance against famine in years of
drought. To make two blades of grass spring up
where only one sprang before, or to give every
peasant a fowl in his pot, are means to an end, not
ends in themselves. To enable more people to be born
and live is itself but a means to an end. "Man cannot
live by bread alone, but by every word which pro-
ceedeth out of the mouth of God." On the lips of
the Master the language of philosophy was rendered
in words which minds too simple to know what
philosophy means could grasp. Ultimate values are
things of the spirit and not material. They can be
achieved in so far as men can believe this is so. The
people who will live on the irrigated area ought to be
settled in such manner that they may learn by exer-
cise to develop their sense of duty one to another.
So also with town planning. It is not enough to keep
the main roads open to traffic, to reduce the danger
to life on them, to enable people to live under healthier
conditions and at lower cost. Beyond all this is the
paramount object of enabling neighbours to see and
discharge their mutual duties. By so doing and not
otherwise the end and object of human life is
attained. To bring this about is the business of
government. The ultimate objects which states
exist to achieve are not things material but things
of the spirit.
There is, I submit, infinite scope for developing
the internal structure of states in such manner as to
exercise even more fully the sense of duty men have
to each other. But this of itself will not suffice. In

